
See how payment 
operations should be



At Burgess® we’re challenging the status quo  
by harnessing technology to design bold, new 
solutions that help insurers and ACOs pay 
providers with confidence and make smarter 
business decisions. 

Solving this piece unlocks resources and 
creates new possibilities. Together, we can 
shift the whole healthcare system forward.

Disputed healthcare payments cost  
the industry billions of dollars every year



Payment 
Accountability  
starts here
Payment Accountability™ is our vision and a new 
standard of financial transparency in payment 
operations to improve your health plan’s bottom line 
and the relationships in your network.

It ensures payers deliver accurate, defensible 
payments to providers in a single pass with precise 
audit trails and business intelligence tools that help 
payers model and forecast scenarios with total 
confidence.

No more wondering and questioning over every claim.
Instead, total accountability.

Less work, more accuracy

Better compliance  

Run a smarter business

Burgess Source archives every edit, rate, contract
term, version, and member’s claim history at the
precise moment the claim is processed. Now you
can stand by your payments, improve compliance,
and answer provider questions with ease.

Powerful analytics tools display how you are doing.
Supercharge your decision making with dashboards
and visual reports. You can even forecast the
impact of changes you’re considering without
disrupting the day-to-day.

Disputed healthcare payments cost us billions of dollars every
year. Behind the numbers: waste, uncertainty, and frustration.
With disparate systems and outdated information, we’re stuck.

At Burgess we’re challenging the status quo by creating technology
that helps insurers and ACOs pay providers with confidence and
make smarter business decisions.

Solving this piece unlocks resources and creates new possibilities.
Together, we can shift the whole healthcare system forward.

The healthcare system
can be radically better

Less work, more accuracy ecnailpmoc retteB ssenisub retrams a nuR

Burgess Source is the only platform dedicated to Payment Accountability.

It’s the first solution to natively bring together claim payment automation
with business intelligence. This enables payers with Medicare, Medicaid,
and commercial lines of business to have better relationships with
providers, reduce waste, and improve financial performance.

In this single platform you’ll find network configuration, pricing, and
editing, along with a complete audit trail of all transactions. Our unique
data management cycle keeps you up-to-date, while our powerful
reporting and predictive modeling help you look ahead.

As partners to forward-thinking healthcare businesses across America,
we have a loyal client base, including some of the industry’s largest
players. Our teams are passionate experts dedicated to delivering you
an exceptional client experience. We are there to help you get the most
value from your investment—whether configuring, onboarding, training,
or maintaining.

Our team continually updates all fee schedules,
edits, payment policies, and regulatory information
for you bi-weekly. This not only saves you time and
energy up front, but increases the accuracy of your
payments, significantly reducing rework later on.
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Burgess Source™ is the first solution to natively 
bring together claim payment automation with 
business intelligence. This enables payers 
with Medicare, Medicaid, and commercial lines 
of business to have better relationships with 
providers, reduce waste, and improve financial 
performance.

In this single platform you’ll find network 
configuration, pricing, and editing, along with 
a complete audit trail of all transactions. Our 
unique data management cycle keeps you 
up to date, while our powerful reporting and 
predictive modeling help you look ahead.

As partners to forward-thinking healthcare 
businesses across America, we have a 
loyal client base, including some of the 
industry’s largest players. Our teams are 
passionate experts dedicated to delivering 
you an exceptional client experience. We 
are there to help you get the most value 
from your investment—whether configuring, 
onboarding, training, or maintaining.

A scalable, cloud-based claims payment  
operations system built to help you run a smoother, 
more successful healthcare enterprise

Meet the Payment  
Accountability platform



Streamlined  
integration
 
Scales and 
supports all your 
current and future 
network payment 
needs via a single 
integration point
to one or multiple 
claims systems.

A bold solution designed to 
reduce administrative waste

The Platform

Business 
intelligence
 
Delivers real-time 
analytics, precise 
auditing, data 
modeling, bench-
marking, and 
forecasting to help 
you make the best 
decisions possible.

Payment management
 

Manages all your critical network configuration, pricing, and editing workflows 
by combining our powerful core functionality with the most comprehensive 

and up-to-date pricing data in the industry—all customizable  
to your specific payment terms—and with complete audit trails.



Burgess, The B logo, Burgess Source and Payment Accountability are trademarks of The Burgess Group, LLC.

We deliver
 
Single integration point  
for all claims with real-time 
processing in the cloud
 
Editing, pricing, auditing, and 
modeling in one transaction
 
Mapping to your core  
system’s routing language
 
Regulatory and  
contract compliance 
 
Reduction in  
administrative expenses  
 
Auditing and provider  
relations portals



Burgess® is a team of engineers, designers, 
policy analysts, data scientists, and business 
leaders who believe the thoughtful use of 
technology can transform the flow of resources 
in the American healthcare system.

Our platform, Burgess Source™, is the only 
solution that natively brings together accurate 
regulatory data, pricing, editing, real-time
analytics, claims modeling tools, and

sophisticated network payment configuration 
in a single source.

This enables clients to make payments 
with total confidence, improve relationships 
with providers, and make smarter business 
decisions.

Learn more at burgessgroup.com

800 637 2004
info@burgessgroup.com

Meet
Burgess



800 637 2004
info@burgessgroup.com

1701 Duke Street #300
Alexandria, VA 22314
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